“The whole domain industry is very excited about .xyz”
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.xyz is the go-to ending for your domain

.xyz is the largest and fastest growing new extension, offering the most flexible and affordable domain names ever. In just the first 3 months of availability, over 500,00 .xyz domains were registered by individuals and businesses all over the world.

npr
David Kestenbaum, Correspondent, National Public Radio

“XYZ. It's universal yet abstract. And catchy.”

VentureBeat
Dylan Tweney, Editor-in-Chief, VentureBeat

“Can’t find a .com address? Try .xyz.”

Morgan Linton, Editor, MorganLinton.com

“Daniel is 27 years-old and he has big goals for 2014 — he predicts over 1M .xyz registrations in the first year. Entrepreneurs like Daniel are stepping in, they see the world differently. The Internet landscape is changing and there's no looking back.”

Highlighted by Twitter founder Ev Williams @ev

TheDomains
Michael Berkens, Editor-In-Chief, TheDomains

“ICANN has made Domain investor and new gTLD applicant Daniel Negari the poster boy for the new gTLD program.”

DN Journal
Ron Jackson, Editor & Publisher, Domain Name Journal

“We have had tremendous response to Daniel Negari’s story - the heaviest traffic to any cover story we have published this year (and among the best ever). I’m sure his story inspired many others!”